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Abstract. We propose an approach how to develop and integrate usability metrics in (multimodal) dialog systems and user interfaces with
Model Driven Software Development (MDSD). It enables the developer
to start early with simple metrics and allows him to reﬁne them during
the ongoing work. Additionally, we show how the resulting metrics can
be used to estimate the usability in advance, so that the developer may
care about critical parts of the application before testing it.

1

Introduction

The development of user interfaces by the aid of Model Driven Software Development (MDSD, e.g. [17]) technologies is a popular approach, especially when
realizing web services. But in the ﬁeld of multimodal user interfaces used in
ambient intelligence, this approach is rarely used so far, resulting in few literature available on the topic. In this article, we want to get one step closer to
automate usability evaluation by presenting an approach that allows integrating
and developing usability metrics during the development process. The reason,
why usability metrics should be considered to be an important aspect of the
development process has been explained a lot of times [12]. Currently, the only
reliable way to verify the usability is to perform user studies for the particular
application. The disadvantages are high costs and that evaluation can only take
place after development of the application has been almost completed [18,4].
One common approach to evaluate the usability of interactive systems is the
analysis of log ﬁles for getting statistical values (e.g. timings) that are used for
measuring usability or guessing the major usability problems. E.g. the approach
presented in [15] derives Petri nets from log ﬁles that serve as foundations for
applying usability metrics.
By introducing usability awareness into the development process analysis can
be partially done automatically during development. Thus, the developer can
watch usability metrics during development and may react on them as soon as
problems are reported.
M. Mühlhäuser et al. (Eds.): AmI 2007 Workshops, CCIS 11, pp. 83–92, 2008.
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Fig. 1. EMODE Metamodel Overview

In section 2, a short overview of the meta models used is given. Models are
introduced and the type of model editors which should get usability aware. In
section 3, a new approach is presented for estimating usability in advance and
reﬁned in 4. Section 5 presents a small example for applying the new approach.

2

Meta Models

This section gives a brief overview about the meta models of the EMODE project
[6] which we will use as an example for applying our usability metrics. An
overview of the most important metamodel packages is given in ﬁgure 1. It
is to be mentioned that the following deﬁnitions are not absolutely matching the
EMODE meta model deﬁnition. They should just illustrate the concepts.
The meta models that are of relevance here are the task model and aui model.
The main elements of the task model are tasks which can be subdivided into different types. The interesting type is the interaction task which will be associated
to elements of the aui model, especially the interactor elements. An interactor
element may be seen as a subtask that describes a needed information exchange
between the user and the system, also called interaction step. Accomplishing the
interaction steps will fulﬁl the associated interaction task.

3

Usability Evaluation

In this section an approach for estimating usability of interactive systems is
proposed. Beginning from an abstract level metrics will be derived that are
suitable to be applied on model transformations.
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According to [9] a lot of the analysis methods presented in literature are to
be used manually after software development has been ﬁnished. In contrast, the
approach presented here tries to predict usability by investigating models before
they are transformed into code.
Deﬁnition 1. Usability analysis can either be post-development or predictive. Post-development analysis is applied after development, while predictive
analysis is applied during development.
When regarding usability, it is assumed that the user wants to reach one or more
goals during the interaction with the system. Additionally, it is assumed that
the goal is well-deﬁned and reachable within the application. For getting to the
desired dialog state the user has to invest some eﬀort by performing one or more
actions.
Deﬁnition 2. Usability is inversely proportional to the user’s eﬀort in reaching
his goal.
Similar to the ideas in [5] and [14] we deﬁne:
Deﬁnition 3. Concerning the time dimension (which is used often as a major
metrics in post-development usability analysis) the user’s eﬀort for one interaction step can be structured in following phases:
P1
P2
P3
P4

Perception of the system output
Understanding the output and integrating it into the user’s context
Inferential thinking processes for determining the next reaction
Uttering the next reaction

Calculation of these eﬀorts depends on the user and therefore it is not possible
to perform them without a user model.
Deﬁnition 4. A user model can be given explicitly by a formal model in machine readable format or implicitly by providing it within the algorithm to compute the metric.
Potential problems of implicit user models are that they may not be argued
upon, as they are not precise and consistent, and that they must be very well
understood by developers and designers. However, most metrics are given without explicit user models. The reason why one would not deﬁne an explicit user
model is that there is no agreement of how a meta model for a user model should
look like.
Metrics are mostly based on evaluations of statistical values about usability
properties derived from them. Therefore, evaluators cannot provide a user model
without signiﬁcant extra research and much eﬀort would have to be invested to
additionally create a user model for the metrics. Instead of proposing an elaborated user model here, it is proposed to ﬁgure out the user model iteratively by
looking at the metrics involved and the needs of the applications to be developed.
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Example

In the following a simple example is presented how to use the four phases involved
and the development or integration of new metrics into the calculation of the
overall usability evaluation value.
Assume the system output is: “What is the color that the clocks should have
and how many do you need?” As noted above, the developer wants to estimate
the eﬀort that the user has to perform for reacting to this system output. For
now, he will use an implicit user model for getting faster to a ﬁrst draft of his
metrics, which could look like this:
P1 It is assumed that the user’s eﬀort somehow depends on the amount of words
he has to perceive. Therefore we deﬁne the eﬀort for P1 to be E(P1 ) := m
(amount of words).
P2 Similar to P1 we count the concepts that the user has to map to his domain
model. In this case, the concepts color and clock are candidates. For now,
we ignore relationships between them.
P3 Like most of the human computer interfaces, it is assumed that the user
already knows what he wants. The system just asks for known facts, like an
html form does. This means E(P3 ) := 0.
P4 The system could estimate the amount of words the user might need for
answering. For example, the answer of the user could be: “I need three ones
in blue.”. The general formula might be E(P4 ) := m (average amount of
words that the user utters). Taking the example as average case, we get
E(P4 ) = 6. For getting a better estimation of the average case this could be
retrieved (automatically) by analyzing the corresponding (speech) grammar.
After having determined the eﬀorts for each of the four phases, the developer
wants to summarize the particular eﬀorts. However, at the current stage of development of the proposed approach this turns out to be very diﬃcult, since metrics
are not normalized and the developer needs to normalize them manually. This
means that the eﬀort for processing at P1 is not comparable with the eﬀort of
mapping a concept to the domain model at P2 without further research by the
developer. A simple approach is to sum the weighted eﬀorts per phase. This
reduces the problem to how the weights wi are to be estimated for calculating
the total eﬀort for each interaction step
4


wi · E(Pi )

(1)

i=1

The determination of the weights strongly depends on the deﬁnition of the functions, because the range of values could be very diﬀerent. The user model plays
an important role here, if the user will have to face diﬃcult circumstances (e.g.
a noisy environment or a disability) in a phase.
Most of dialog manager components integrate the four phases into a single
transition from one dialog state to the next one [3]. This may be seen as the
basis on which most of the deﬁnitions of existing usability metrics are based on.
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Implementation of the Framework

The current state of the art is to use style guide analyzers [7] to tell the developer
which parts of the user interface have to be improved. To provide better support
for usability to developers, the implementation presented here applies metrics
and presents hints within the task editor for maximum visibility. The framework which is needed to integrate metrics into the development environment
has already been implemented. The implementation uses the EMODE models
presented in section 2, but may be applied to any other meta model, which includes a task model and a user interface model (such as [10,16]). The idea is
to employ usability metrics in measures used in rules for model-to-model transformation (this is similar to, or an implementation of, the deﬁnition ”usability
preserved by transformation” given in [2]) or in the editor to be an aid for the
developer. Currently the latter has been implemented (see ﬁgure 2).
First, each of the metrics deﬁned are calculated and summed up as presented
in the previous section. Then, each task which may be connected to a user
interface component is annotated by a small rectangle with changing colours.
Green rectangles symbolize that the user interfaces connected to the tasks are
usable according to the implemented metrics, gradually ranging to red rectangles showing that the associated user interfaces are not as usable as the ones
marked using green. As the task model is central to the development process, a
centralized view is provided to the developer, who then can edit the user interfaces which are considered to be not as good (more red rectangles) as the others
(more green rectangles). In lack of a standard language to describe usability

Fig. 2. Development Environment
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metrics in specialized declarative or imperative languages in a ﬂexible way, the
implementation of the metrics is based on JAVA.

4

Usability Metrics During Application Development

There exist several options, how to apply usability metrics during application
development. So far four types have been identiﬁed, which may be seen as to
build on top of insights gained from usability studies as shown in ﬁgure 3. Each
bar of the pyramid corresponds to a period during the development process.
The ﬁrst approach, at the bottom of the ﬁgure, involving at least one user
study, has been applied practically very often. After having designed a mock-up
or a prototype user interface, a usability evaluation is done by asking questionnaires or logging user actions while performing tasks. Then, the whole process
re-iterates as the developers improve the user interfaces using the evaluation
outcome. As a second approach, a post-development metric (level 2 in the ﬁgure) may be derived from the knowledge gained from the user studies. Applying
a post-development metric allows for usability evaluation without asking real
users. This may not always be possible, as knowledge may not always be generalized from user studies in a way that it may be formalized, or the knowledge
may apply to speciﬁc situations only. However, it is always possible to evaluate
the usability against real users.
The third approach, which is propagated here, involves the deﬁnition of metrics on application models (predictive metrics, level 3). These metrics are
either drawn from literature or created by analyzing previously performed userstudies, which present metrics for applications. These metrics will reduce turnaround times as tests are performed on models, such that the application does
not need to be developed, but its model only.
These metrics may then be reﬁned and improved to be suitable for the fourth
approach (constructive metrics) by thinking about properties, which directly
inﬂuence the value of the metric, such that they may be used to directly develop
the models with optimum performance concerning the metric. These constructive
plans prevent developers from developing models, which are not usable according
to the metric. While being the most eﬃcient approach for developing models,
it is not always possible to derive model elements or attributes which should
be changed to optimize the value of a metric, e.g. the predictive metric is only
deﬁned using a heuristic measure. As these metrics are algorithms, they may
even be applied to model transformations, e.g. [8].
A lot of works in the research area of usability metrics have been published
on the topic of user studies (e.g. [9,13]). Some works try to assess usability after
development by applying post-development metrics (e.g. [15]). Other works try
to predict usability by evaluating guidelines [7], which may be seen as a predictive
metric. [8] presented a set of rules for transformations which has been designed
to support several constructive metrics.
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Fig. 3. Types of Metrics

In fact, usability metrics are a formalization of usability quality factors and
criteria as optimization problem. We currently try to reﬁne the factors deﬁned
in [1,19]. [1] deﬁnes quality factors like multimodality and recoverability, where
multimodality means to give the user the opportunity to choose the appropriate modality at any time for providing his input. Metrics may be derived, e.g.
estimating usage of the modality dependent interaction phases can serve as a
foundation for predicting, what kind of set of modalities will be more usable
for a given dialog situation. [19] enumerates unambiguousness as a usability attribute. An established way of ensuring this is to insert conﬁrmation questions
into the dialog. On the other hand, using too many conﬁrmation questions is in
conﬂict to an eﬃcient dialog (in sense of a fast walkthrough). By estimating the
user eﬀort, it is possible to reason about the frequency of conﬁrming facts.

5

Example Metric

In this section, it is shown how to integrate known metrics [11] into the E(P1 )
deﬁnition of section 3.1. The calculation is done for a particular interaction
phase and uses speciﬁc knowledge about interactors or tasks. Starting from the
example E(P1 ) := m given above, further metrics will be added step by step. m
measures eﬀorts for voice modality while the new metrics aspect ration (α) will
measure eﬀorts for visual modality.
α is the ratio of the height of a dialog box to its width. Desireable values are
between 0.5 to 0.8 (ca. 0.65). Therefore, the extended formula is
E(P1 ) := g1 (m) + g2 (α − 0.65)
where gi are functions for normalizing and weighting the particular eﬀorts.

(2)
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Fig. 4. Example of AUI model for login dialog

In 4, an example of the aui model diagram for a login dialog is shown. The
resulting login dialog uses voice and graphical modalities. The voice modality
asks for username and password with the phrase: “What is your name and
password, please? “, while the graphical modality shows a usual login dialog box
(in our case with the size of 300x150 pixels). The developer wants to calculate
E(P1 ) = g1 (m)+g2 (α−0.65) = g1 (7)+g2 (

150
−0.65) = g1 (7)+g2 (0.15) (3)
300

In this case deﬁning the normalization functions is straightforward. gi (x) may
be deﬁned by gi (x) = x. The dialogue will suﬀer from large amounts of words
being output, but is ﬂexible towards α. However, bounds do exist. To produce
high pain factors for extreme dialog box sizes (imagine a dialog box of 1000x1
pixels in size) g2 is extended by: x < 0.5 ∨ x > 0.8 => g2 (x) = 1000. Since this
is not the case, the result is E(P1 ) = 7 + 0.15 = 7.15.

6

Conclusion

An interaction step has been deﬁned to be composed of four interaction phases.
Using these phases an example was provided which shows how to calculate usability for interaction steps by giving metrics for each phase.
Distinguishing post-development, predictive and constructive metrics helps
to select metrics for the evaluation process. The approach presented displays
the outcome of predictive metrics in the task model to give the developer an
overview of the usability of his application.
We feel that the approach presented seems promising to optimize the costs of
developing usable interfaces. This is achieved by deﬁning metrics and informing
the developer about the usability of his user interfaces on an abstract level.
In the future we want to get more experience in deﬁning usability metrics and
especially the weighting of the diﬀerent phases. The comparison of usability for
diﬀerent modalities will also be an issue. Additionally, model transformations
should use predictive metrics for optimizing their resulting models.
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